










Chilling winter has started in different 
parts of Bharat. Each one of us can look at 
the serving opportunity for the fellow 
beings on the road side. abhaya Hunt the 
Winter which started with the mare 100 
blankets in the year 2006...has now 
turned into Nation wide movement  and 
became abhaya Brand across the country 
every season. The wings of abhaya Hunt 
the Winter are covering the uncared 
bodies with warm blankets in different 
parts of the country. The extreme fall in 
temperatures during winter many road 
side habitants, destitute are subjected to 
winter diseases leading to mortality. This 
is a wonderful activity, all the members of 
family from children to the elders can 
happily take part. The Governor of 
Telangana noticing the impact created by 
abhaya Hunt the Winter joined hands with 
the team as mark of encouragement, 
served the blankets to tribal communities 
of 6 villages adapted by Her at an event 

hosted by Rajbhavan during the year 
2022.  Such gesture made abhaya team 
to serv even more remote communities of 
the country every year. Come let us 
spread our warmth love by spreading 
warmth blankets on the needy Bharath. 

So far 3700 blankets has been 
dispatched to the following 9 states 
of the country.

1300 Telangana 
600 Tamil Nadu
500 AndhraPradesh
300 Karnataka
300 Odisha 
300 Chattisgarh
200 Maharashtra
100 Bihar 
100 West Bengal 

Come let us do our bit to the shivering 
needy with a small donation of Rs.250/& 
which is the cost of one piza/ one movie 
ticket/one cigarette pack etc., 

This serving opportunity has been 
communicated in different languages to 
reach all the local donors and serving 
men.

We thank F5 Networks, Hyderabad for 
granting Rs.5,00,000/- towards abhaya 
Hunt the Winter Project and we also 
express our gratitude to 100s of Donors 

for coming forward with their might for 
procuring 5000 quality Blankets. The 
work done by CS Jinesh Kumar in regard 
to abhaya Hunt the Winter is truly  
exemplary since inception. Engaging 100 
known and unknown volunteers and 
distribution in 12 states in the Country is 
not  simple job. It requires passion, 
compassion and innovation. 

We seek your kind hearted support in 
serving those shivering on the road side.  
Each blanket costs Rs.250/- and we 
appeal to donate at least 2 Blankets. 

abhaya FOUNDATION
Account No: 910010042902046
MICR Code: 500211002
RTGS/IFSC Code:UTIB0000008
Bank: AXIS Bank Ltd
Branch: Begumpet, Hyderabad

Please share your adhaar / pan 
details along with transaction details 
for raising the receipt to abhaya 
what's app 9963002727 - Team 
abhaya 

F5 abhaya Hunt the Winter 2023

abhayaabhaya  FOUNDATIONFOUNDATIONabhaya FOUNDATION

https://youtu.be/JbJH0NHJ-hI?feature=shared
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Enlightenment 

Remembering Gandhiji on his Birth 
Anniversary: Please watch the video and 
share what you know about Bapuji. 

Remembering the 20th Div ine 
Foundation Day of Sri Sathya Sai 
Grama Seva Trust (21st Oct 2003)

Pray for the Divine Grace in making us HIS 
Noble, able & stable Instruments in serving 
the needy in rural areas. 

For more videos...please visit YouTube:  
Channel BalachandraSunku

Remembering Sasthriji on his Birth 
Anniversary: Please watch the video and 
share your feedback. Don't forget to further 
share the video with your near and dear.

2 Decades of Swamy reposing Trust on 
Sai Youth
The Pinnacle of Sai Youth Movement...
The Destiny drawn by Divine for Me! 
The Direction set for the Young Minds
The Life turning point for many Youth
Sri Sathya Sai Avatara Declaration Day
Sai Yuva Chaitanya Vahini - 20 Oct 03
Sharing the memories of the past while we 
all crossed 2 Decades of our bonding with 
Youth Movement 20 Oct 23

 
Please watch the video...let us know your Thoughts. 

https://youtu.be/EKQZBpCTB68?si=jSOxvG6W6gJtWSR2
https://youtu.be/sJQ-0TqsXXQ?si=iwLYkv_4yQh-aQwh
https://youtu.be/vrL2XGl7tco?si=Dggtqd7tjcc84zFE
https://youtu.be/P8206t2cLvc?si=B6lO6RZ2UeGt1jvm


"మన �ామ��ా��� ��ం�ే� � మనస����,  

యంతమ� ���,   �ాధనమ��� 

వస� ువ��� ల��� ప� అ���... ఏ�ై�� 

స�� మనమ� నమస���ంచ�����  �ారణం 

అవ�త�ం��.  �ా� �ాట�� ��వలం 

ప��ంచడ�� �ాదు,  అంద�� ప�� జనం 

��సం  ఉప���ం�న�ప��� ే �ార�కత" - 

బ�లచంద�

మ�నవ ��త రహస�ం అం�� నవ దు��ా 

�� � తం�  ల� ఉం��. ఒక సంవత�రం ���తం �� 

హృదయంల� పక� ట�తం అ�న ఈ ��వనల� 

ఈ �జయ దశ� ���న మన అంద�� ��మం 

��స��� ��ా ���స�ూ �క� అం��స� ు���ను.

Please watch the video and 

spare some time to ponder over 

the points while celebrating 

Vijaya Dasami

-Balachandra

My salutations to you Swamiji! I 
went through the detailed 
explanation of human life 
through Nava Durga stotram. 
Thank you Swamiji.- Rajesh, 
Teacher, Govt High School, 
Uravakonda 

భగ�ాను� అనుగహం క���నప��డ� స� ు�, �

�� � ��� ల� అర�మవ����, అంత�ార�ం �ె�� ి

వస� ుం��. ఆ �ణ�ల� అర��ైన�. �క� అమ� 

�ా�� దయ దం���ా ఉం��. - �ా��కృష�, �

�ా��� ��త, ���ద�ాబ�� �

I remain  ever grateful to your 
video which I perceived as 
divine blessings. I will forward 
this to all my family members 
and friends. What a wonderful 
message you have given on the 
a u s p i c i o u s  o c c a s i o n  o f 
Dussehra. I will play it after the 
bhajans today after Swamy's 
message. This is must listen by 
every one. Once again I remain 
ever  grateful to you. My 
Pranams!

May God bless you with long 
life,  health, happiness and 
prosperity to continue service 
to mankind with your good 
messages to the society. - Col 
Mohana Rao, Boyenpally, 
Hyderabad 

https://youtu.be/rWrzSbayi_I?si=A3r1zCYFmwxW3-tP
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